
Platform for Data Farming

European Defense Agency (EDA) European Urban Simulation for Asymmetric 
Scenarios (2010 - 2013) - aimed at developing a new approach to mission 
analysis and training for low level units facing asymmetric threats in an urban 
environment, where Scalarm was utilized as the platform for conducting 
simulation-based analysis of security forces training.

Research Fund for Coal and Steel (RFCS) VirtROLL (2013 - 2016) - combines
a model database and inverse solution coupled with optimization techniques

in one comprehensive computer system oriented on enabling domain experts to 
create and simulate a virtual hot rolling mill equipped with selected devices, where 

Scalarm provides uniform access to heterogeneous computational infrastructure.

Programme Innovative Economy (POIG) PLGrid Core (2014 - 2015) - is about development
of the specialized technological competence center in the field of distributed computing 
infrastructures with particular emphasis on grid technologies and cloud computing, within 
which Scalarm constitutes foundation of an environment for massive data farming experiments.

FP7 PaaSage (2012 - 2016) - delivers an integrated platform along with an 
accompanying methodology to support model-based lifecycle management of 

Cloud applications. The Scalarm platform constitutes an eScience use case of 
conducting large-scale data farming experiments in multi-cloud environments.

Story behind

Scalarm stands for "Massively Self-Scalable Platform for Data Farming” and it is a complete 
solution for performing large-scale simulation-based virtual experiments, which follows
the data farming methodology, using a heterogeneous computational infrastructure.

Introduction

The Scalarm platform supports data farming experiment, which require multiple execution of 
the same application each with different input parameter values. The main phases of such 
experiments involve:

Support for the data farming process

Specification of input parameter values to explore in the experiment
Application execution for the specified parameter values on selected infrastructures
Execution results aggregation and analysis; optional parameter space extension
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Do you want to know more?
Visit: http://www.scalarm.com
Contact us directly: j.liput@cyfronet.pl

Application execution within conducted experiments takes place on computational 
infrastructures selected by user from the following list:

Heterogeneous computational infrastructures support

PL-Grid Infrastructure - acessed through one of grid job schedulers:
PBS, QosCosGrid or gLite
Computational clouds - Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine or PL-Grid Cloud

Any server that can be accessed via SSH protocol

Scalarm supports different applications by enabling users to specify how the application is 
executed and what is the result. The result is automatically gathered and sent to Scalarm, 
where it can be analysed with built-in data exploration methods.

Support for your applications

Scalarm platform provides web-based Graphical User Interface, which enables user to:

User-friendly Graphical User Interface

Create a new experiment and monitor its progress

Assign computing power from different infrastructures to execute the experiment

Results analysis with built-in data exploration methods

Dynamically extend the parameter space of the experiment

Manage utilized computational resources

Application Programming Interface for third-party tools
Beside Graphical User Interface, Scalarm exposes a RESTful Application Programmig 
Interface (API) for convienient and technology-agnostic third-party systems integration.
There is also a C# client library for controlling Scalarm from existing .Net applications.
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